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Assessment Schedule – 2019 
Scholarship Latin (93008) 
 
QUESTION ONE: TRANSLATION OF PASSAGE ONE 
The candidate writes an accurate and fluent translation. 

Sample Translation 

Now at last you will go to where that unbridled and mad desire of yours has been hurrying you for a long time 
now; certainly, this outcome brings you no sorrow, but a certain incredible pleasure. For this madness, nature 
has brought you forth, inclination has driven you on, fortune has preserved you. 
Not only have you never desired peace but you have not even desired war unless it was an impious one. You 
have obtained a band of evil men, put together from corrupted men deserted entirely by not only all fortune but 
even by hope. What happiness will you thoroughly enjoy here, in what joys will you exult, in how much pleasure 
will you revel, when in such a great number of your men you will neither see nor hear any good man! 
These labours of yours, which are being endured, have prepared you for the pursuit of this life: lying on the 
ground not only to watch for an opportunity for debauchery, but even to accomplish a crime, being vigilant not 
only plotting against the sleep of husbands but also the property of men at rest. You have an opportunity where 
you may display that famous tolerance of yours, of hunger, of cold and of a lack of all things, by which in a short 
time you will feel that you have been worn out. 

 
QUESTION TWO: CRITICAL APPRECIATION OF PASSAGE ONE 
The candidate demonstrates critical appreciation of language, style, and / or content. The response is supported 
with Latin evidence from the text. 

Evidence 

An example of a point that might be made within a response at Scholarship level: 
Cicero portrays Catiline as a villain, intent on engaging in debauchery. iacere humi …  ad obsidendum stuprum, 
undertaking criminal activity, ad facinus obeundum, and plotting against the sleep of husbands and the goods of 
men at rest vigilare … insidiantem somno maritorum … bonis otiosorum. Cicero has very effectively used two 
parallel constructions; firstly, in the two accusative gerundives of purpose ad obsidendum stuprum and ad 
facinus obeundum dependent upon the infinitive iacere; secondly, in the two noun phrases somno maritorum … 
bonis otiosorum dependent on insidiantem. 
 
For Outstanding Scholarship, the response might continue, showing insight: 
In addition, Cicero’s repetition of the heavy -um endings obsidendum stuprum, obeundum, and even heavier, 
drawn-out -orum endings maritorum, otiosorum would have resounded in his address to the Senate, 
intensifying the callous and deliberate planning of Catiline’s attacks on Roman citizens. 
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QUESTION THREE: TRANSLATION OF PASSAGE TWO 
The candidate writes an accurate and fluent translation. 

Sample Translation 

Then indeed, the terrified Nisus shouts aloud, frantic, and was unable to hide himself in the darkness any longer 
or endure such great pain: “It’s me – me. I who did it am here, turn your sword against me, O Rutulians! This is 
all my wrongdoing, that man neither dared nor had the power to do anything; I call upon this sky and the all-
knowing stars to be witnesses: he only loved his unfortunate friend too much.” He was saying such words, but a 
sword, driven with strength, stabs his ribs and bursts through his pure white chest. Euryalus is rolling in death, 
and blood goes over his beautiful limbs and his neck, having drooped, reclines onto his shoulders; like when a 
purple flower mown down by a plough droops, dying, or when poppies have lowered their head(s) upon a tired 
neck(s) when they are weighed down by a chance rain shower. 
 
But Nisus rushes into the middle of them and through them all he makes for Volcens alone, he is fixed only on 
Volcens. Not more slowly, he presses forward and wields his thundering sword, until he buried (it) in the face of 
the shouting Rutulian opposite and dying, he stole the life from his enemy. Then pierced through, he hurled 
himself on top of his lifeless friend, and there at last he found rest in a peaceful death. 

 
QUESTION FOUR: CRITICAL APPRECIATION OF PASSAGE TWO 
The candidate demonstrates critical appreciation of language, style, and / or content. The response is supported 
with Latin evidence from the text, and any comment on metre is demonstrated by scanned Latin line(s). 

Evidence 

An example of a point that might be made within a response at Scholarship level: 
When Nisus shouts out, Virgil has him begin his dialogue with two monosyllables me me at the start of the line, 
giving it particular force. The repetition of that pronoun is clearly designed to attract the attention of the Rutulians 
(and perhaps distract them from Euryalus). The audacity of his outburst to the Rutulians present is then 
heightened by the imperative convertite: Nisus is just one person, but he is taking on all the assembled 
Rutulians. The force of this is heightened by the scansion of line 4, which is heavily spondaic, with two elisions.  
 
mē, mē,‿ad|sūm quī | fēcī,‿in | mē cōn | vērtĭtĕ | fērrŭm, 
 
For Outstanding Scholarship, the response might continue, showing insight: 
In his initial speech, it is clear that Nisus is dominated by furor, reinforced by the adjective amens at the end of 
the line, but Virgil gives a strong indication that in addition to anger, rashness, and passion, Nisus is also deeply 
distraught. In line 7, the consonance of nasal consonants clearly gives the impression of a young man barely 
holding back tears. 

tantum infelicem nimium dilexit amicum.  
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Score Allocation 
Questions One and Three: Translation 

Evidence 
The translation: 
• attempts to convey 

the basic sense of 
the passage. 

The translation: 
• conveys some of the 

basic sense of the 
passage. 

The translation: 
• conveys the basic 

sense of the 
passage 

The translation: 
• conveys the sense 

of the passage 

The translation: 
• is accurate and 

fluent 

The translation: 
• is accurate and 

fluent 

The translation: 
• sustains accuracy 

and fluency at a high 
level 

The translation: 
• sustains accuracy 

and fluency at the 
highest level 

  • shows basic 
awareness of the 
complexities of the 
language. 

• shows awareness of 
the complexities of 
the language. 

• demonstrates 
precision in the 
application of highly 
developed 
knowledge and 
critical thinking. 

• demonstrates high 
precision in the 
application of highly 
developed 
knowledge and 
critical thinking. 

• is communicated in 
a perceptive and 
convincing manner. 

• is communicated in 
a perceptive and 
convincing manner. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

 
 
Questions Two and Four: Critical Appreciation 

Evidence 
The response provides 
minimal awareness of 
aspects of critical 
appreciation. 

The response provides 
some basic awareness 
of aspects of critical 
appreciation. 

The response provides 
basic awareness of 
aspects of critical 
appreciation. 

The response 
demonstrates 
awareness of aspects 
of critical appreciation. 

The response provides 
analysis, 
demonstrating 
synthesis, logical 
development, 
precision, and clarity of 
ideas. 

The response provides 
analysis, 
demonstrating 
synthesis, logical 
development, 
precision, and clarity of 
ideas at a high level. 

The response sustains 
insight at a high level, 
demonstrating 
sophisticated 
integration and 
independent reflection. 

The response sustains 
insight at the highest 
level, demonstrating 
sophisticated 
integration and 
independent reflection. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

 
Cut Scores 

Scholarship Outstanding Scholarship  

25 – 29 30 – 32 

 


